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4 GRAND THEFT ÆMBER

G rand Theft Æmber is an adventure for the Secrets 
of the Crucible KeyForge setting of the Genesys 

RPG ruleset. It was written by Anjuli Smith and Tim 
Hucklebury as part of the release of the Tales from the 
Crucible novel from Aconyte Books. The module is set 
in the Crucible’s Quantum City and should provide a 
challenge for PCs between 50 & 100 earned XP, taking 
approximately 3 hours to finish. 

Pre-made character sheets based upon the 
protagonists in the novel are available at the end of the 
scenario. The adventure takes place before the events 
in the novel. Special thanks to the team at FFG for 
sharing their knowledge and tools with us to help in 
the production of this scenario.

GRAND

THEFT ÆMBER
WELCOME TO
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SUMMARY

While a Star Alliance Science Team monitors the 
energy output of a Vault Battle taking place in 

Quantum City a heist is underway in the background. 
A mysterious organisation known as M.I.R.R.O.R. has 
put about to steal a goodly amount of Æmber and other 
treasures locked up at the location, all the while pinning 
the blame on Mars. 

As part of the theft, M.I.R.R.O.R. wield something 
new – a fear bomb, which emits emoton particles in 
the near-ultraviolent spectrum to induce fright. Expect 
some violence here as a small bomb is set off before 
the thieves escape with the goods. Quickly arriving Star 
Alliance security realize large numbers of these bombs 
(or one big one), could terrify entire populations. 

The party find themselves in Quantum City exactly 
at this moment (all for reasons of their own) and are 
thrown into the middle of the fray as Star Alliance 
officers arrive and put the party into a holding cell for 
questioning. The PCs will need to act quick and work 
together to escape the cells, find the thieves and get 
back the items that were taken along with the Æmber.

After escaping the PCs will need to do some evening 
sneaking, around Quantum City, some tracking, some 
questioning and no doubt a small skirmish or two as 
the clock ticks to the end of the Battle. After much 
investigation the PCs realise the thieves aren’t Martians 
at all, but made to look like them from afar using 
holographic disguises.

Clues lead the PCs to an lair hidden underneath 
an innocuous gathering of stalls and shops where 
they clash with the not-Martians who were hired by 
M.I.R.R.O.R. After the clash the PCs find a couple of 
unfuelled fear bombs and the items that brought them 
to Quantum City in the first place. Star Alliance arrive 
on the scene and determine that Mad Science has been 
used, arrest the not-Martians, and clear the PCs of any 
suspected wrong-doing.

The scene ends with the Star Alliance Science 
Team patting each other on the back for a job well 
done, completely oblivious to the danger that almost 
happened.

The adventure has purposefully been left open-
ended to allow you to use it as a spring board for your 
own campaign. The end of the scenario has some GM 
suggestions for you on how you can continue this story. 

on.

Primary NPCs

s a mallory Todd
Leading officer of sector security while the 
Vault Battle is on and the heist is underway. 
Suspicious of everyone once things turn ugly. 
She is blunt and to the point, the very model of 
a serious officer of the law.

m.i.r.r.o.r.
M.I.R.R.O.R. is an organization cloaked in 
mystery, deception, and rumour. Some of its 
agents work as spies for the highest bidder, while 
others perform untraceable assassinations, 
and still more stage heists for unknown but 
undoubtedly nefarious purposes. 

The purpose behind these assignments is 
known only to Blackbone, if such a being in fact 
exists or is even still alive.

No one knows if it has a location or pre-
dominant species, or even what M.I.R.R.O.R. 
stands for. The only thing everyone seems to 
believe is that its shrouded leader, known only 
as Blackbone, has a great and secret plan, and 
everything is going according to that plan.

WELCOME TO
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PART ONE: VAULTHEADS

Starting Out

read alOud:
“Quantum City is built among the crash site of the once 
great SAV Quantum. Over the years since the crash it 
has grown into a bustling metropolis for all beings who 
share the beliefs and goals of Star Alliance across the 
Local Group. It is a bastion of irrepressible hope and 
infinite diversity, home to hundreds of species of alien. 

Horizon is a bustling town full of shops, homes, and 
excitement. It is also a great place to get the lowdown on 
the action around Quantum City.”

The characters have all made their way to Horizon, 
the bustling trading outpost, for reasons of their own 
and do not yet know each other. This is about to change. 

HOrizOn
It is late afternoon as the PCs wander around Horizon, 
near each other but not together. Simultaneously their 
attention is drawn to a Vault Battle that breaks out on 
the crowded streets. 

read alOud:
“The sound of shattered glass emanates from the centre 
of the Square, a flash of orange and purple lights leave 
spots in your vision and your ears pop as the air around 
you compresses slightly. Gravity starts to feels little off 
and you recognise the effects of a vault battle starting up. 

You see a vehicle flung through the air, and a nearby 
building begins to crumble. Its bricks turn to bubbles as 
they hit the floor. Star Alliance scientists’ burst through 
the crowd, screaming and whooping, waving their data 
collection instruments in the air. People who were just 
moments before enjoying a little relaxation are projected 
through the street. You hear them scream out as they hit 
the ground.”

Remember: Vault battles may create weird atmospheric 
effects, like shadows distorting and sounds pitching 
oddly. Add these throughout the adventure to add 
flavour to the story. Anything is possible.

Based on where they are and what they are doing in 
Quantum City have them make Easy () checks as the 
vault battle breaks out:

• Medicine to heal a bystander who gets knocked 
over as the battle starts

• Leadership/Charm to calm down nearby 
shoppers

• Athletics to pull fallen debris off of people
• Streetwise to make use of the distraction to pinch 

an item from a stall or a pocket
• Vigilance to make sure you are not in the way of 

anyone
• Coordination to make your way further into the 

crowd without causing anyone or  yourself harm, 
or to dodge out of the way of a person or falling 
debris

QUANTUM CITY
If running this with an already established group 
there are many reasons to visit Quantum City, 
shops and traders sell rare items in Horizon, 
and every party needs a little R&R in between 
adventures.
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A team of SA Scientists are attempting to measure the 
raw emotion that the battle creates. There is the normal 
amount of chaos one expects from a Vault Battle, but 
there seems to be a disturbance unrelated to the battle 
over by one of the trader banks, the very one they were 
each on their way to. 

As they begin to make their way to the bank a loud 
booming sounds erupts from the general area of the 
battle and people start screaming and running. Get the 
PCs to make an Average (  ) Fear check. 

Those who fail will feel an unexpected wave of fear 
come over them that soon passes but renders them 
temporarily stunned (2 Strain and add Setback to the 
next check they make). Those who succeed can make 
an additional Easy ( ) for the remainder for Part 

1 Perception check to notice a group of Martians high 
atop the traders outpost with large bags on their backs 
moving away from the battle.

Consider building tension with this scene by making 
it appear like it’s a possible combat encounter. There’s 
a lot going on and plenty of ways you can add a little 
sense of danger here. Many people have been hit with a 
new Fear bomb and are running panicked through the 
already crowded streets.

The PCs may feel the need to give chase as the bad 
guys start to get away, but before they can they are 
grabbed by Star Alliance Officers and hauled away to a 
portable holding cell.
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BreakOut
As the PCs are locked up a young female human in 
a Star Alliance uniform walks up to the cell bars. SA 
Mallary Todd is in charge of fixing the mess caused by 
the fear bomb and the ongoing Vault Battle.

read alOud:
“You are under suspicion of aiding in a heist to a nearby 
bank. A group of thieves made off with some items during 
the Vault Battle and we believe you had something to do 
with it!

You’ll be held here until the Vault Battle finishes then 
I’ll have some questions for you.”

Despite their pleas of innocence, Todd will not be 
dissuaded from her belief that the PCs were involved. 
The PCs have a few moments to attempt to get more 
information from Todd though before she leaves. 

How much Todd tells the PCs is up to the GM, 
though she isn’t likely to go blurting out information to 
just anyone. If your PCs are curious and ask the right 
questions have them roll for a social skill check such as 
Charm, Negotiation or Coercion check Hard (  
) as you see fit.

What SA Malary Todd knows (in scaled success and 
Triumph):

• Probably the work of M.I.R.R.O.R.
• A goodly amount of Æmber was taken from the 

bank as well as other expensive or rare trinkets
• Did not see the actual thieves and so suspects 

everyone
• This fear bomb is a new contraption that emits 

emoton particles
• A large number of these fear bombs, or one big 

one, could terrify entire populations and empty 
target locations

The detained PCs are left alone and must now devise 
an escape plan in order to find the thieves, clear their 
names and get back the items that were stolen. They 
should be encouraged to use information about their 
situation, aid each other, and use any special abilities 
they may have to get out. Carefully examining the cell 
will also offer clues.

If you are worried that the players are going to fail this 
remember the “yes, but” rule. In this instance they are 
able to find a clue, and get our BUT something bad may 
happen later

• Active character suffers 1 strain 
• Add  to all rolls for net encounter
• Upgrade the difficulty of the players next check

Remember to reward players with  for fun and 
interesting out-of-the-box ideas and good roleplay. 

Cell Clues:

• Picking the lock of the cell is a Hard (    ) 
Skulduggery check

• An Easy () Perception check will show that 
there is a loose panel in the back of the cell that 
could be pried off with the right tools and a Hard 
(    ) Athletics check based on the tool of 
choice.

• An Average (  ) Knowledge (Science) / 
Skulduggery check will provide information 
about the cell bars. The bars are made from a 
Æmber infused power source that shouldn’t be 
handled. Using the right tool and sending a pulse 
through them should provide a temporary glitch, 
adding a Boost () to any other checks to deal 
with the cell. 
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PART TWO: TO CATCH A THIEF

Quantum at duSk

read alOud:
“As the sun begins to set over Quantum City you make 
your way towards the scene of the crime. The Vault Battle 
rages on in the background offering a small amount of 
cover for you as you sneak around the shops and stalls. 
As you reach the bank you spot two Star Alliance Officers 
guarding the front entrance.”

Here the PCs will need to roll an Average (  ) 
Stealth check, to stay out of sight of the guards. Add 
 if the PCs are smart and use the environment and 
current distraction of the Battle to their advantage.

City enfOrCer (miniOn)
Every community needs people who have the 
responsibility of keeping the peace. Their nature and 
intent are linked to the community they protect, 
however. An honest community has enforcers who care 
for the people they protect, while a corrupt one might 
have enforcers who think more about personal profit 
and inflicting cruelty.

S

3

4 4 00

2 22 2 2
BRAWN

SOAK VALUE WOUND THRESHOLD M/R DEFENSE

PRESENCEWILLPOWERCUNNINGINTELLECTAGIL ITY

kills (group only): Brawl, Coercion, Melee, Ranged, 
Vigilance.

Talents: None.

Abilities: Force of Justice (characters within short 
range of this character add  to their combat checks 
provided those characters are acting to uphold local 
laws).

Equipment: Stunner baton (Melee; Damage 4; Critical 
3; Range [Engaged]; Concussive 1, Stun Damage), 
stunner pistol (Ranged; Damage 6; Critical 4; Range 
[Short]; Concussive 1, Stun Damage), uniform (+1 
soak), badge.

The PCs will need to work out a way into the bank to 
search for clues. There are a few options as for how the 
party might want to approach this task.

• Try and blag their way through the front door. 
This will take an Average (  ) Charm or 
Coercion Social check

• Climb on top of the building and enter via the 
hole the ‘Martians’ escaped through. This requires 
a Hard (    ) Coordination check to make 
it up unscathed.

• Look for another unguarded entrance such as a 
window or back door. The requires an Average (
) Survival/Streetwise check. To find something 
as well as an Average (  ) Skulduggery check 
to break in.

inSide tHe Bank

read alOud:
“The bank interior is a mess. It appears that the doors of 
a few of the safe storage areas have been blown off and 
the contents either ruined or removed. There is a gaping 
hole in the roof where it looks like the thieves escaped. It 
appears that it has been blown apart by some contraption 
large and unknown.

The bank is unlit and as the sun is setting the light 
in the area is fading. You can see the silhouettes of the 
guards outside the front door and the flashing lights of 
the Battle still going on in the town square.”

The PCs will need to work quickly to work out where 
the thieves have taken the stolen goods. A PC can 
make an Average (  ) Leadership check to get 
the group cohesive and working well together if they 
are struggling here. Allow a success to give everyone a 
Boost () to their next check.

You can set a sense of urgency whilst the party 
deliberate by referring to the sounds from the Battle 
outside. The PCs have until the end of the Battle to find 
the thieves and clear their names and you should take 
this time to remind them of that. 

Have the party describe what they are looking for, or 
where they are watching for guards so that you get an 
idea of how they are spaced out in the bank. 
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PART THREE: CONTRACT

2

3 4 00

3 32 1 1
BRAWN

SOAK VALUE WOUND THRESHOLD M/R DEFENSE

PRESENCEWILLPOWERCUNNINGINTELLECTAGIL ITY

read alOud:
 “As you check through the rubble that was once the roof 
of the bank, focused on the task you hear the sound of 
footsteps all around you, and a brilliant flash of blue light 
in the centre of the room”.

Before anyone rolls initiative, each PC must first 
make a Hard w Fear check, adding, against the small 
fear bomb that has just gone off in close vicinity. Those 
that succeeded in the previous test of the fear bomb 
may instead make this an Average (  ) check.

On a fail suffer  on all checks for the remainder of 
Part 2. On a success gain  to all Willpower checks for 
the rest of the encounter.

As the party get their bearings they notice that four 
“Martians” are standing before them. That is they look 
like Martians, though if the PCs get close enough 
they can discern that it is actually a well-designed 
holographic projection suit to make them look like 
Martians. With an Average (  ) Perception/
Knowledge (Crucible) check the PC will notice that 
the image shimmers on close inspection.

Those PCs who know Martians (or Goblins) well can 
add a Boost (), while actual Martian PCs can gain 
  .

This encounter is designed to be an easy one. The 
party should injure, not kill, the “Martians” in order to 
extract information from them, so do try keep at least 
one of them alive for questioning. Feel free to adjust 
according to party size, composition and combat 
prowess.

Roll for Initiative (adding Cool for Guarding and 
Vigilance for those searching)

lOOter gOBlin  
(miniOn)
Whenever a battle of any size ends, goblins appear as 
if by magic to loot bodies and scavenge the various 
war machines. These same creatures haunt junkyards 
and areas that have been abandoned or ignored for too 
long, taking whatever is not secured.

Skills (group only): Mechanics, Perception, Survival.

Talents: None.

Abilities: Expert Scrounger (while this character is 
present in an encounter, add   to checks friendly 
characters make to search an area), Dark Vision (on 
skill checks, this character removes up to   imposed 
due to darkness).

Equipment: Shiv (Melee; Damage 4; Critical 4; Range 
[Engaged]), assorted tools, bags of scavenged items.

The PCs are now able to question 1 or more of the 
thieves about why they are here, what they took and 
where they took it to. PCs should use an Easy (  ) 
Charm, Coercion, or Negotiation Social interaction. 
With successes gaining more information for the party.

What they know:

• They were hired by persons unknown, suspect it is 
M.I.R.R.O.R. didn’t ask questions. Roll an Average 
(  ) Knowledge (Culture) / Streetwise check 
to realise what this means

• They were told to wear the holographic projection 
suits by persons unknown and have no idea why 
they were to look like Martians

• They were told take all the Æmber they could find, 
and some other random items to make it look less 
like the Æmber was the focus

• They were told to wait here and take out anyone 
who came snooping

• Their base is underground, with a secret entrance 
hidden behind the Java Jive coffee parlour

• They were instructed on how to use the new fear 
bomb but not how it works

• They were to wait for the start of the Vault Battle 
as a signal to begin. 

With the location of the secret base known the party 
can decide what they wish to do with the hired thieves.

11 2
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PART THREE: CONTRACT

deep undergrOund
As the party approach the Java Jive get them to make 
an Easy () Skulduggery check to find the entrance 
the thieves told them about. It is hidden using another 
holographic projector which makes the area look like a 
stone wall. It is actually a long man-made tunnel that 
leads underground.

read alOud:
“Although underground the tunnel appears to be lit by 
streams of sunlight that pour in from holes in the ceiling 
catching motes of dust in their luminous pools. The way 
is empty and silent as you move swiftly further and 
further down until you are confronted with a large, very 
solid looking, set of double doors with neither handles 
nor hinges.”

The doors can’t be forced open or damaged in 
any way. The PCs will need a passphrase or a way to 
circumvent them with their own special skill sets.

• An Average (  ) Mechanics / Knowledge 
(Culture) check will inform the PC that this door 
is of Logos design and the bronze and copper 
decorations inlaid in it may offer further clues as 
to how to open the door.

• A Hard (    ) Streetwise check on the 
inlaid design will allow a PC to notice a coded 
message hidden within the imagery that spell out 
MYSTERY. 

Saying the word MYSTERY will open the doors for 
the PCs. If the PCs have been particularly creative with 

their skills then reward this with the passphrase or 
allow the suggestion to work.

read alOud:
“The doors open quietly with the whooshing sound 
of released pressure and the whirring of cogs moving 
somewhere deep within the structure. Flashes of green 
and purple light shine from the room beyond. You can 
hear the sounds of metal on metal, and the muffled 
sound of people talking, arguing, from further within.”

The room before the PCs is the main workshop area 
where the fear bombs are being produced, and where 
the stolen items have been brought back to. 

The room itself is large and messy with tools and odd 
bits of broken machinery. High up on one wall are large 
screens showing the Vault Battle happening above. 
There are pillars equally spread out throughout the 
open space which allows for cover and casts shadows 
on the floor. The bright lights are coming from the tools 
being used to create the fear-bombs.

In the centre of the room two figures stand arguing 
about the heist, one is a scientist and the other looks to 
be some sort of merchant.

Working on the fear-bombs are a group of 4 goblins, 
all with the same holographic projector suits on as the 
ones in the bank. They have their heads down and are 
focused on their work, ignoring the argument going 
on.

As the PCs move into the room…

2

3 4 00

3 32 1 1
BRAWN

SOAK VALUE WOUND THRESHOLD M/R DEFENSE

PRESENCEWILLPOWERCUNNINGINTELLECTAGIL ITY
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read alOud:
Scientist: “We need to change the formula. These are 
using up too much dimensionally refined Æmber for too 
short an effect.”

Merchant: “We took all we could find there so we are just 
going to have to work with what we have or we won’t fuel 
any more bomb and then they’ll kill us!”

Scientist: “Oh they might kill you, but I am the only one 
who knows the formulae, so I’ll be safe”

Merchant: “You swine! You said we were in this together 
and now you’d throw me under a hover-bus at the first 
sign of trouble!”

To move further into the room have the PCs do an 
Average (  ) Stealth check to keep in the shadows. 
On a success award () for the remainder of the 
encounter. If they failed roll for Initiative (everyone 
uses Cool). 

The two continue to bicker like an old married 
couple and it is clear that they were key players in the 
distraction and heist.

It is up to the players now to decide (and quickly) 
how they are going to deal with the thieves. If they 
are taking too long to make a decision have one of the 
adversaries spot them and roll for initiative.

With each turn you should play up the noise that the 
fight is making, along with the machinery and possible 
Mad Science going off around them all. There’s weird 
stuff buried in the mess of this workshop so have fun 
with it.

lOgOS field  
reSearCHer (rival)
After testing theories to exhaustion within virtual 
environments, Logotarians must also test their ideas 
and inventions in the field. Following these rigorous 
protocols often provides unanticipated data that can 
clarify the significance of apparent statistical anomalies. 
It can also cause unanticipated explosions. 

S

2

4 11 22

1 23 3 2
BRAWN

SOAK VALUE WOUND THRESHOLD M/R DEFENSE

PRESENCEWILLPOWERCUNNINGINTELLECTAGIL ITY

kills: Discipline 2, Knowledge (Science) 3, Perception 2, 
Ranged 2.

Talents: Inventor 2 (add   to checks made to 
modify items or construct new ones).

Abilities: Can’t Stop Experimenting! (while a Logos 
Researcher is present in an encounter, the GM may 
spend  from any check to force all other characters to 
make a Hard [ ] Vigilance or Coordination check 
as an out-of-turn incidental; anyone who fails suffers 4 
wounds and 4 strain), Knowledge is Dangerous (adds 
  to the results of Knowledge [Science] checks 
other characters make in the encounter). 

Equipment: Reality distorter (Ranged; Damage 7; 
Critical 4; Range [Short]; Auto-fire, Prepare 1, Sunder, 
Superior, combat check uses Intellect instead of Agility), 
phased hyperfield (2 defense, +2 soak), assorted 
experimental items, communicator, databooks, several 
recording drones.

Saurian merCHant  
(rival)
These traders travel across the Local Group carrying 
exotic and extraordinary goods from distant lands. 
Even if they lack the specific item a client seeks, they 
can find a great substitute.

S
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PRESENCEWILLPOWERCUNNINGINTELLECTAGIL ITY

kills: Charm 2, Discipline 3, Knowledge (Crucible) 3, 
Melee 2, Negotiation 3, Perception 2, Streetwise 1.

Talents: Counteroffer (once per session, may make 
an opposed Negotiation versus Discipline check to 
stagger a non-nemesis target at medium range until the 
end of the target’s next turn).

Abilities: Seasoned Negotiator (whenever the merchant 
would suffer strain after making or opposing a 
Negotiation skill check, they suffer 1 less, to a minimum 
of 0; when inflicting strain as part of a Negotiation skill 
check, they inflict one additional strain).

Equipment: Autoblade (Melee; Damage 7; Critical 
3; Range [Engaged]; Guided 3, Pierce 1, Superior), 
nightphase field (1 defense, +2 soak), assortment of the 
most wondrous goods you’ve ever seen.

23 3
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lOOter gOBlin  
(miniOn)
Whenever a battle of any size ends, goblins appear as 
if by magic to loot bodies and scavenge the various 
war machines. These same creatures haunt junkyards 
and areas that have been abandoned or ignored for too 
long, taking whatever is not secured.

2

3 4 00

3 32 1 1
BRAWN

SOAK VALUE WOUND THRESHOLD M/R DEFENSE

PRESENCEWILLPOWERCUNNINGINTELLECTAGIL ITY

Skills (group only): Mechanics, Perception, Survival.

Talents: None.

Abilities: Expert Scrounger (while this character is 
present in an encounter, add   to checks friendly 
characters make to search an area), Dark Vision (on 
skill checks, this character removes up to   imposed 
due to darkness).

Equipment: Shiv (Melee; Damage 4; Critical 4; Range 
[Engaged]), assorted tools, bags of scavenged items.

The scenario does not end with a fight to the death, 
and Star Alliance should come crashing through the

underground hideout, fully kitted out, after 2-3 turns 
of combat. Luckily they heard the ruckus of the fight 
and are able to catch the scientist and the merchant 
red-handed. 

The PCs should be given time to grab any items they 
want (if they haven’t done so already) before being 
questioned by SA Todd.

With a successful Average (  ) Negotiation or 
Charm check or a Hard (    ) Coercion check 
from a PC SA Todd begrudgingly clears the names of 
the party and allows them to leave. If they fail they’re 
going to have to make a run for it!

read alOud:
“As you make your way back up the tunnel into the early 
evening of the city you can hear the shouts and cheers 
from the square. Rounding the corner you see a group 
of Star Alliance Scientists laughing and whooping, giving 
each other high-fives as they show off the data they 
collected from the Vault Battle that has just finished, 
blissfully unaware of the dangers that could have befallen 
them all.

You all look at each other, nod, and then go off your 
separate ways like this never even happened.”

11 2
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EXPLORE THE CRUCIBLE

Welcome to the Crucible – an artificial planet larger than our 
sun – an ever-growing patchwork of countless other worlds, 
filled with creatures, sentient beings and societies stolen from 
across the universe by the mythical Architects.

Across this dizzying juxtaposition of alien biospheres, the 
enigmatic and godlike Archons seek to unlock the secrets 
at the heart of the Crucible. Everyone else is just trying to 
survive…

Explore nine tales of adventure in a realm where science and 
magic team up, of discovery and culture clash, featuring mad 
Martian scientists, cybernetic surgeons, battle reenactors, 
elven thieves, private investigators, goblins, saurian monsters, 
and the newly arrived human Star Alliance.

aconytebooks.com // twitter.com/aconytebooks

tO find Out mOre aBOut tHe wOnderful 
player CHaraCterS Of tHiS SCenariO read 
Tales from The CruCible, a Keyforge 

anThology, frOm aCOnyte BOOkS.

This 272-page sourcebook allows you to undertake fantastical 
adventures and uncover the Crucible’s many wonders and 
dangers. Lost civilizations, cryptic conspiracies, bizarre 
environments, mutated monsters, and more await!

Secrets of the Crucible contains new character creation 
options, unique weapons and armor, new skills revolving 
around the mysterious Æmber permeating the world, bizzare 
adversaries, and a new adventure builder that puts all these 
aspects together!

Are you ready to discover a world where anything is 
possible?

fantasyflightgames.com

fantaSy fligHt gameS iS prOud tO annOunCe 
seCreTs of The CruCible, a new SOurCeBOOk 
fOr tHe genesys roleplaying sysTem Set in 

tHe Keyforge univerSe!

https://aconytebooks.com/
https://twitter.com/AconyteBooks
https://www.fantasyflightgames.com/en/products/genesys/products/secrets-crucible/
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

The PCs should ultimately have agency to decide how 
an adventure ends. It is their choices that should 

determine how the story wraps up, possibly achieving 
their original goal or altering their plans for a new goal. 
In one-shot adventures it is often expected that the 
scenario wraps everything up neatly for you, however in 
this instance we have kept the story open.

The nature of the Crucible means that the PCs may 
not fully understand an outcome, especially if Archons 
or the mysterious M.I.R.R.O.R. are part of the tale. But 
if you are looking for inspiration on how to create a 
campaign from this scenario here are a few suggestions:

• Instead of being cleared of any wrong doing the 
PCs are instead deputized by Star Alliance to 
do further research into the fear-bombs and/or 
M.I.R.R.O.R. as a way to prove they are innocent.

• The scientist manages to get away before Star 
Alliance arrive, making off with a few of the fear-
bombs and the formulae that only they know. The 
PCs may feel honour-bound to try and follow him 
and retrieve the bombs and his knowledge.

• The scientist is captured by demons of Dis in the 
middle of the fight and taken through a portal 
along with a few of the bombs.

• The thieves were told to wear holographic suits 
that made them look like Martians. Why is it that 
M.I.R.R.O.R. wishes to frame Mars for this heist? 
A possible trip to Nova Hellas or Zyypzyar may be 
in order to find out more.

• The merchant is actually a Deipno Spymaster and 
as such someone with much secret information. 
Willing to sell this information for the right price 
(and we’re not talking Æmbits now) the party 
could agree to do a favour for them in return for 
more information on M.I.R.R.O.R.’s plans.

• M.I.R.R.O.R. itself contacts the PCs claiming they 
had nothing to do with this, and are willing to 
pay handsomely for the PCs to find out the real 
culprits.

aBOut aCOnyte 
Aconyte Books will publish their first novels in the 
Fall of 2020. The imprint’s mission is to create tie-in 
fiction set in the deepest, most imaginative worlds of 
parent company Asmodee’s games and those of other 
publishing partners, including Marvel.

Based in Nottingham, UK, they also have staff in 
several US locations. They are a part of Asmodee’s 
Entertainment platform, a division of the global 
games publisher and distributor expressly working to 
take the group’s best intellectual properties into new 
formats.

Learn more at aconytebooks.com

anjuli SmitH is a super-
nerd with a deep and 
unbreakable love of RPGs 
and storytelling. Always 
the Dungeon Master, never 
the Rogue, she spends her 
free time playing games, 
painting miniatures and 

enjoying gin with friends. 

She lives in Nottingham with her two cockatiels, 
and is the Marketing and Publicity Manager for 
Aconyte Books.

tim HuCkelBery has 
been a fixture of the 
gaming industry since 
the early 90s with Games 
Workshop and Fantasy 
Flight Games. He’s edited, 
written, and produced 
RPG titles including Star 
Wars,  Warhammer 40,000, and Genesys including 
Secrets of the Crucible. 

https://aconytebooks.com/
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)   
Computers (Int)   Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)   Ranged (Ag)   
Coordination (Ag)    SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)    Charm (Pr)  
Mechanics (Int)   Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)   Deception (Cun)   
Operating (Int)   Leadership (Pr)  
Perception (Cun)    Negotiation (Pr)  
Piloting (Ag)    KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)  
Riding (Ag)    Crucible (Int)  
Skulduggery (Cun)    Culture (Int)  
Stealth (Ag)    Science (Int)  
Streetwise (Cun)    CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)   
Vigilance (Will)  

14104

3 2 2232

Character Name: Vira

Species: Elf

Career: Vaultwarrior

Player: Tristan

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Deathbeamer Ray Ranged 
   7    or  Short Add  to combat checks you make using this weapon

Slice Dagger Melee 
   7    or  Engaged If you inflict a Critical Injury, add +20 to the roll

Fists Brawl 
  2      

or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone

 



CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

EQUIPMENT LOG

MOTIVATIONS

CRITICAL INJURIES

SEVERITY RESULT
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 145 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Always Comes Out on Top 25 Once per session, after you make a check or are the target of a check, you may 
spend one Story Point to cancel  or  from the result. 

Quick Strike (Core Rulebook) 74 Add  to combat checks made against targets that have not taken their turn in the 
current encounter. 

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Vira is one of the best contract assassins that Shadows has operating in Hub City, and 
she's very good at her job. This doesn't mean she's happy about things, though . Her 
people were brought here unwillingly, and few survived the arrival. Vira doesn't know 
who or what is responsible, but everyone says the Architects or one of their Archons 
must be involved. She knows she'll need something special if so, and there are rumors 
that Quantum City holds clues for the whereabouts of just the item she needs. Something 
very special, and lethal, indeed.

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Deathbeamer Ray
• Slice Dagger
• Scaleskin Leathers 

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Æmbrew (heals 6 strain)
• Stealth Emitter (adds  to Stealth 

checks you make)
• 1 Heal-X tab (heals 5 wounds)

ÆMBITS: 220 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Small, Muscular Svarr Elf

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Purple Skin, Golden eyes
DESIRE: VENGEANCE
Someone brought Vira’s people to the Crucible and 
destroyed their society. Now Vira may be all that’s 
left. Someone is going to pay for that. 

FEAR: ISOLATION
Vira hopes she may find other survivors of her 
people’s early encounter with martians, but those 
hopes fade each passing year. 

FLAW: RECKLESSNESS 
Vira has goals and doesn’t care how much collateral 
damage she inflicts (even to her) or so long as she 
accomplishes them. 

STRENGTH: INDEPENDENT
Vira is alone and used to working solo. She works 
fine with others, but knows she can’t rely on anyone 
but herself when the going gets tough. 
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00

GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)    Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)    Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)   Charm (Pr)   
Mechanics (Int)    Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)    Deception (Cun)  
Operating (Int)    Leadership (Pr)   
Perception (Cun)   Negotiation (Pr)   
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)   
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)    
Skulduggery (Cun)   Culture (Int)   
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)   
Streetwise (Cun)   CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)  
Vigilance (Will)  

12125

2 2 3322

Character Name: Rozelyn (Roz)

Species: Human

Career: Engineer

Player: Cath

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Cutting Laser Ranged 
  7   or  Short

Fists Brawl 
  2      

or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone

 



CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

EQUIPMENT LOG

MOTIVATIONS

CRITICAL INJURIES

SEVERITY RESULT
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 160 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Ready for Anything 28 Once per session as an out-of-turn incidental, you may move one Story Point from 
the Game Master’s pool to the players’ pool. 

Knack for It (Core Rulebook) 73 Remove   from Mechanics checks you make.

Talk Shop 78 When making a Charm check targeting other engineers, you count your ranks in 
Charm as equal to your ranks in Mechanics (3) and so roll   .

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Rox would love to be an explorer one day like her parents. All she has left of them, 
though, are memories and the family robot TRIS, who saved her but barely survived the 
deadly traps. Now Rox uses her mechanical expertise in a low paying repair shop to keep 
TRIS functional, and to buy or scrounge for the increasingly expensive spare parts her 
friend needs to get through another day.  Quantum City is home to new tech never seen 
in the Crucible before, and Rox is hopes sneaking out of work for a few days allows her to 
find some of it for TRIS's sake. 

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Cutting Laser
• Armoralls (insulated to protect from 

heat and cold)

PERSONAL GEAR:

• 1 Heal-X tab (heals 5 wounds)
• Tool kit (also serves as a power source)
• Utility Belt
   

ÆMBITS: 45 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Youthful, Lean Human

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Grease and oil stains on fingers and face

Long, Dirty Blond Hair

DESIRE: SAFETY
All Roz wants in life currently is to keep TRIS safe 
(and herself as well, so she can keep TRIS running). 

FEAR: CHANGE 
Roz is barely able to sustain herself and get TRIS 
going but it’s a routine she’s used to. New things 
would disrupt this, and probably make her life worse. 

FLAW: COMPULSION
TRIS is all Roz has left of her former life, and she’ll 
do anything to keep her robot functioning. Sneaking 
off, exploring dangerous junkyards, anything. 

STRENGTH: COURAGEOUS
Roz is willing to face any danger, take on any 
challenge, if it means she keeps the memories of her 
family alive. 
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)    Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)    Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)   Charm (Pr)   
Mechanics (Int)    Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)    Deception (Cun)  
Operating (Int)    Leadership (Pr)   
Perception (Cun)   Negotiation (Pr)   
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)   
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)   
Skulduggery (Cun)   Culture (Int)   
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)   
Streetwise (Cun)   CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)  
Vigilance (Will)  

12114

2 2 3322

Character Name: Nal’ai

Species: Krixix

Career: Discoverer

Player: Robbie

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

StunGlow Stick Melee 
  7      

or  Engaged This weapon's damage is applied as strain, not wounds.

Fists Brawl 
  2      

or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone

 



CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

EQUIPMENT LOG

MOTIVATIONS

CRITICAL INJURIES

SEVERITY RESULT
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 140 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Extra Limbs 29 You can perform a second maneuver during your turn without suffering strain or 
giving up your action, but not more than two in your turn. 

What They Meant to Say 29 Once per session after you or an ally makes a social skill check, you may spend one 
Story Point to convert  to .

Mutation (Natural Resource) 75 You can create natural silk from your body and use in minor ways (with GM's 
approval first though!).

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Nal'ai is devoted to her collegiate studies and diligent in her research, but between a 
professor who seems out to punish her and a roomie who embodies negative energy it's 
a hard struggle. Her passion is localized Martian societies, and after a fellow researcher 
said that the famous ship that recently crashed north of Hub City might include martians 
she knew she had to go there. Nal'ai skipped out on week's classes to explore Quantum 
City and its peoples. Finding and interviewing Martian crewmembers is sure to place her 
work above her peers, possibly even get her a full fellowship at HubU.

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• StunGlow Stick
• Researcher Togs

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Databook
• 2 Heal-X tabs (each heals 5 wounds)
• Backpack

ÆMBITS: 160 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Short, Exoskeleton Insectoid

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Four arms, tri-fingered

Large, color-shifting compound eyes

DESIRE: EXPERTISE
Nal’ai’s life revolves around becoming an expert 
authority in the study of Martian Enclaves, and hopes 
one day to be a full professor herself. 

FEAR: FAILURE
Having spent so many years in study and study, Nal’ai 
would be devastated should she be dropped from her 
academic path.

FLAW: TIMID
All too often others have taken advantage of Nal’ai’s 
trusting nature, but there soon may come a time 
when she declares that enough is enough.

STRENGTH: CURIOUS
Nal’ai would be content to spend her life in discovery, 
and even moving from field to field so there is always 
something new to explore. 
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)    Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)   Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)    Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)    Charm (Pr)   
Mechanics (Int)   Coercion (Will)   
Medicine (Int)   Deception (Cun)  
Operating (Int)   Leadership (Pr)   
Perception (Cun)   Negotiation (Pr)   
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)  
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)  
Skulduggery (Cun)   Culture (Int)  
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)  
Streetwise (Cun)   CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)  
Vigilance (Will)   

14124

2 3 3222

Character Name: Arash

Species: Human

Career: Trader

Player: M K

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Subspace  
Inversion Projector

Ranged 
  8    

or  Short This weapon's damage is applied as strain, not wounds.

Fists Brawl 
  2      

or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone
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CRITICAL INJURIES

SEVERITY RESULT
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 160 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Ready for Anything 28 Once per session as an out-of-turn incidental, you may move one Story Point from 
the Game Master’s pool to the players’ pool. 

Second Wind (Core Rulebook) 74 Once per encounter, you may use this talent to heal one strain. 

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Once Arash had a wonderful life and a wonderful family. All that ended when an 
experiment went wrong and subspace tore their house apart. Now only her daughter 
Marya remains, though in a form Arash would have thought impossible before the 
explosion. Each day Arash sells off a few more possessions to keep her small library 
going, its contents being the only things that seems to keep Marya from fading away. 
Another librarian mentioned that Quantum City is filled with new and exciting works, 
which would surely keep Marya thriving forever. Arash is both hopeful and desperate to 
find if this is true. 

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Subspace Inversion Projector
• Guardiangarb 

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Backpack
• 1 Heal-X tab (heals 5 wounds)
• Æmbrew (heals 6 strain)
• Illuminator

ÆMBITS: 280 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Middle Aged Human

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Always has a book or two nearby
DESIRE: SAFETY
There is nothing Arash wants more than for her 
daughter to maintain her new state of life, as unusual 
as it is (even for the Crucible).

FEAR: POVERTY
Lack of money is a constant concern for Arash, who 
has little left to sell or trade to maintain her library. 
And if the library goes, so does her daughter.

FLAW: COMPULSION
Arash’s world revolves around books: gaining, 
preserving, and trading them, all to keep the ghost of 
her daughter from fading away. 

STRENGTH: ADAPTABLE
Arash’s old life was destroyed when he lost her family. 
Since then, she’s made a new life for her family, one 
she would never have imagined before. 
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00

GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)   
Computers (Int)   Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)   Ranged (Ag)   
Coordination (Ag)    SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)   Charm (Pr)  
Mechanics (Int)   Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)   Deception (Cun)   
Operating (Int)   Leadership (Pr)  
Perception (Cun)    Negotiation (Pr)  
Piloting (Ag)    KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)  
Riding (Ag)    Crucible (Int)  
Skulduggery (Cun)    Culture (Int)   
Stealth (Ag)    Science (Int)  
Streetwise (Cun)    CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)   
Vigilance (Will)  

14105

3 2 2232

Character Name: Nalea

Species: Elf

Career: Rogue

Player: Thomas

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Sleep-O-Zap pistol Ranged 
   6    

or  Short You add  to combat checks using this weapon. Its 
damage is applied as strain, not wounds.

Fists Brawl 
  2      

or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 145 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Always Comes Out on Top 25 Once per session, after you make a check or are the target of a check, you may 
spend one Story Point to cancel  or  from the result. 

One of Us! 75 So long as you act according to its interests, you add  to social skill checks 
targeting members of Shadows. 

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Nalea Wysasandoral, aka the Slip, is infamous in every major city in the Local Group—
even ones she hasn't operated in (yet). Wherever there are luxuries to be pilfered, 
precious items to be lifted, and works of art to be truly appreciated, Nalea is sure to 
wind up sooner or later. She's been working mostly in Hub City lately, but everyone in 
her Shadows guild is talking about the treasures that must be about the wreck of the 
Quantum. A hot tip says someone in Quantum City is selling its deck plans and security 
protocols; anyone else would buy them but Nalea is certain she can steal them instead. 
Time for a working vacation for a few days, and then later a heist no one will forget!

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Sleep-O-Zap pistol
• Midnight Cloak 

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Little Black Book (adds   to 
Streetwise checks you make)

• 1 Heal-X tab (heals 5 wounds)
• Stealth Emitter (adds  to Stealth checks 

you make)

ÆMBITS: ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Small, Thin Svaar Elf

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Purple skin, Golden Eyes
DESIRE: WEALTH
Nalea loves luxury above all, in both her 
surroundings and possessions. One day she’s steal 
enough to afford her dream existence. 

FEAR: OBSCURITY
Nalea is always upset when her grand crimes don’t 
get the publicity and attention they deserve. She puts 
a lot of effort into them, after all!

FLAW: GREED
No matter what she steals, there is always some new 
target she can’t resist. One of these days it could be 
her downfall…

STRENGTH: WITTY
It’s not enough to just be the finest thief in Hub City 
for Nalea, she also must be the cleverest person in 
any scene. Especially a crime scene. 
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01

GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)   
Athletics (Br)    Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)    Melee (Br)   
Cool (Pr)   Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)   Charm (Pr)  
Mechanics (Int)    Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)    Deception (Cun)   
Operating (Int)    Leadership (Pr)  
Perception (Cun)   Negotiation (Pr)  
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)    Æmber (Int)   
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)   
Skulduggery (Cun)   Culture (Int)   
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)   
Streetwise (Cun)   CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)  
Vigilance (Will)  

12165

2 2 2323

Character Name: Taryx

Species: Phyll

Career: Mender

Player: M K

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Ironwood Staff Melee    7    
or  Engaged

Fists Brawl    3      
or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 150 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Perennial Survivor 32 When you suffer a Critical Injury, you only add +5 to the results for each Critical 
Injury you're currently suffering from, rather than +10.

Surgeon (Core Rulebook) 74 When you make a Medicine check to heal wounds, the target heals one additional 
wound. 

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

The phyll known as Taryx has been part of the Lesser Uncanny Forest for longer than 
many trees, and almost every creature has at one time or another received his expert 
medical attention. He's had a solitary life for the most part, never knowing anything else. 
An injured elf of the Skyborn stayed for several years while he mended, though, long 
enough for Taryx miss having someone with him each day. Recently he had a chance 
meeting with a fellow medical practitioner, one Erin Ingram, who left with an open 
invitation to visit her at Quantum City. Taryx isn't sure what he will find there, but a few 
days away from his forest may help brighten his leaves. 

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Ironwood Staff
• Ripperbeast Hides

PERSONAL GEAR:

• 2 Heal-X tabs (heals 5 wounds)
• Packs of medicinal herbs and fungi (adds  

to Medicine checks you make)

ÆMBITS: 40 ÆMBER:

FORM: Vaguely Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Large, floral phyll

NOTABLE FEATURES: 
DESIRE: BELONGING
Despite the often antagonistic views of some 
neighbors, Taryx feels a part of the local community 
and its many beings, and can’t imagine living 
anywhere else.

FEAR: ISOLATION
Taryx has lived alone his entire life, but a recent taste 
of companionship has made him realize he doesn’t 
want that anymore. 

FLAW: TIMID
While Taryx willingly aids everyone who comes to 
him or he encounters, he is cautious in meeting new 
people and engaging with others. 

STRENGTH: IDEALISTIC
Taryx simply believes all beings on the Crucible 
should help each other whenever possible. It’s how he 
lives his life, and wishes more did so as well.  
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)    Brawl (Br) 
Athletics (Br)  Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)     Melee (Br) 
Cool (Pr)   Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)    Charm (Pr)  
Mechanics (Int)     Coercion (Will)   
Medicine (Int)     Deception (Cun)  
Operating (Int)     Leadership (Pr)  
Perception (Cun)   Negotiation (Pr)  
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)  Æmber (Int)    
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)    
Skulduggery (Cun)   Culture (Int)    
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)    
Streetwise (Cun)   CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)  
Vigilance (Will)   

14124

2 3 2421

Character Name: Briiip

Species: Martian (Elder)

Career: Cræniac

Player: C L

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Radionic Pulse Ray Ranged   7    
or  Short Spend   to also add 2 strain to the target; this strain 

ignores soak protection

Fists Brawl  1      
or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 145 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

All Part of My Scheme! 31
Once per session, when you make a check you may spend a Story Point to add 
   to the check. You must explain how that check is essential to your latest 
convoluted plot. 

Desperate Recovery (Core Rulebook) 73 When you heal strain at the end of an encounter, you heal two additional strain. 

One of Us! 75 So long as you act according to its interests, you add  to social skill checks 
targeting members of Mars.

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Briilip is one of the rising within the vital field of genetic exploitation of the Martian 
Empire. Given the ways of Martian Elders, this has made hem the target of many plots 
and sabotage attempts, but they've managed to avoid them all (and counter-backstab 
plenty of rivals in the process). Their latest work, though, is sure to get them a prominent 
seat in the Helical Conclave. They just need one thing to assure success: an omniphase 
genetic manifold, something they've tried and failed to perfect. Their spies reported that 
the newcomers have one in their crashed ship, though, and as Briilip can't trust anyone 
for such a task they must acquire it personally... no matter what it takes. 

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Radionic Pulse Ray
• Ether Spider Silk Robes (+3 soak)

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Æmbrew (heals 6 strain)
• Databook
• Programming Tools (adds  to 

Computers checks you make)

ÆMBITS: 620 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Tall, very thin Martian Elder

NOTABLE FEATURES: 
DESIRE: AMBITION
Briiip wants greater power in Nova Hellas, so as to 
conduct even more expensive experiments (and 
crush any Elders who get in their way). 

FEAR: FAILURE
Despite their current leadership position, Briiip 
knows that too many noticeable mistakes means an 
appointment with a reeducation pod. 

FLAW: PRIDE
Briiip is quite brilliant with few equals, but in their 
own mind they are even greater. Acknowledging 
anything less is inconceivable.  

STRENGTH: IDEALISTIC
While they have individual goals, Briiip firmly 
believes in the true destiny of Mars to one day rule 
the Crucible. One day.
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)      Brawl (Br) [Will]    
Athletics (Br)  Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)   Melee (Br) 
Cool (Pr)   Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)     Charm (Pr)  
Mechanics (Int)   Coercion (Will)    
Medicine (Int)   Deception (Cun)   
Operating (Int)  Leadership (Pr)  
Perception (Cun)    Negotiation (Pr)  
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)  Æmber (Int)  
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)  
Skulduggery (Cun)    Culture (Int)  
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)  
Streetwise (Cun)    CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)   
Vigilance (Will)    

14154

3 4 2221

Character Name: Wibble

Species: Lucenmorph 

Career: Arbitrator

Player: M Darusha

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Telekinetic Punch Willpower 
    6    

or  Short Spend   to knock target prone
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BACKGROUND

TOTAL XP: 125 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Telekineses 44, 
80

You can manipulate objects and affect others within short range (as if they were 
engaged) using your mind via Willpower checks. You add   to checks you make 
to manipulate your environment, though. 

Pseudopods 45
Once per round as an incidental, you may extend a single pseudopod that functions 
as a hand or arm to hold an object, interact with the environment, make attacks, 
and so on. You can retract it as an incidental as well.

Hoverer (Core Rulebook) 100 You float above the ground and ignore the terrain below you. 

Echolocation 45 You can "see" in the dark, around corners, or even beyond solid walls

Silent Communication 75 You can alter your body's natural luminescence to pass messages to allies within 
short range. Hopefully they know how to understand them. 

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Wibble, as part of the illustrious investigative duo of Wibble and Pplimz, is perhaps be 
the lesser known of the two, or at least the lesser visible despite the varied colorations. 
She is often the muscle in many cases, for despite her tiny size Wibble can issue 
telekinetic punches way above her weight class. No matter the investigation, she always 
delights in her job and displays an enthusiasm which sometimes is the last thing ill-
doers witness before their capture. A string of recent successes has finally allowed her to 
convince Pplimz that a vacation is in order, and while she's puzzled why her compatriot 
picked Quantum City she is still eager to visit this strange new locale. 

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

None

PERSONAL GEAR:

None

ÆMBITS: 0 ÆMBER:

FORM: Amorphous

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic (probably?)

SIZE & SHAPE: Tiny, a bit blobby looking 

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Slightly Translucent

Shines with an ever-changing display of lights

DESIRE: JUSTICE
Wibble views righting wrongs as a delightful 
experience, and sometimes cannot fathom why 
others would ever do ill unto others.

FEAR: CHANGE
Or rather, a lack of it. Wibble loves change and is 
easily bored. Luckily, her work with Pplimz ensures 
there are always new cases to solve. 

FLAW: RECKLESSNESS
Wibble is quite willing to leap into any situation, and 
often the first to suggest the most outrageous plan of 
action.  

STRENGTH: ADAPTABLE
Like her own body, Wibble is very flexible. Her 
attitude and outlook adjusts to any situation, 
sometimes a step before even Pplimz reacts. 
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)    Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)    Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)   Charm (Pr)   
Mechanics (Int)    Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)    Deception (Cun)  
Operating (Int)    Leadership (Pr)   
Perception (Cun)   Negotiation (Pr)   
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)   
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)    
Skulduggery (Cun)   Culture (Int)   
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)   
Streetwise (Cun)   CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)  
Vigilance (Will)  

12144

2 2 3322

Character Name: Pplimz

Species: Roborg

Career: Arbitrator

Player: M Darusha

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Monofilament Pistol Ranged   8   or  Short

Talon Appendages Brawl   3      
or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone
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TOTAL XP: 120 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Artificial (well, mostly) 39 You don't need to eat, sleep, or breathe, and are unaffected by toxins and poisons. You 
can be “healed” by using the Mechanics skill instead of the Medicine skill. 

Durable (Core Rulebook) 73 Reduce any Critical Injury result you suffer by 10, to a minimum of 01.

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

As part of the great "Wibble and Pplimz, Investigators for Hire" duo, the mechanoid 
Pplimz has applied their highly trained metallorganic cranium to cases that have baffled 
the Local Group. The two of them foiled the plots of the deadly Æmbershade, recovered 
the priceless Three Archons hololith, and captured the vile Spiretown Strangler Sextet. 
Still, there is one fiend who has escaped their justice, one who Pplimz can see lurking 
behind many recent crimes. Wibble was eager for a vacation, and whispers that their foe 
might have ties to Quantum City made it the perfect destination. Pplimz is sure it will be 
a most productive visit. 

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Monofilament Pistol
• Stylish Grey Suit and Dapper Hat 

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Æmbrew (heals 6 strain)
• Disguise Kit (adds  to Disguise 

checks)

ÆMBITS: 300 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Artificial

SIZE & SHAPE: Large, Robotic Looking 

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

Flat, screenlike head that displays face

Arm/limbs sprout a variety of finger types

Organic material visible along chassis joins

Snazzy dresser, favors hats

DESIRE: JUSTICE
Unlike their partner, Pplimz views their work as a 
necessary and vital part of society rather than “fun.” 
Still, they do enjoy solving crimes and thwarting vile 
schemes.

FEAR: CHANGE
Pplimz is worried about growing stagnant, even with 
the wild mix of cases they encounter. They often use 
new hats to liven things up. 

FLAW: PRIDE
Pplimz has always viewed themself as unbeatable, 
which makes their still uncaught criminal  nemesis 
an electronic thorn in their data processors.

STRENGTH: ANALYTICAL
Pplimz is always analyzing data, sometimes in 
parallel while conversing with clients. Each case is an 
exercise in applied logic. 
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GENERAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL COMBAT SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Æmbercraft (Will)   Brawl (Br)  
Athletics (Br)   Gunnery (Ag)  
Computers (Int)   Melee (Br)  
Cool (Pr)   Ranged (Ag)  
Coordination (Ag)   SOCIAL SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Discipline (Will)   Charm (Pr)   
Mechanics (Int)   Coercion (Will)  
Medicine (Int)   Deception (Cun)   
Operating (Int)   Leadership (Pr)   
Perception (Cun)    Negotiation (Pr)   
Piloting (Ag)   KNOWLEDGE SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Resilience (Br)   Æmber (Int)  
Riding (Ag)   Crucible (Int)  
Skulduggery (Cun)    Culture (Int)  
Stealth (Ag)   Science (Int)  
Streetwise (Cun)    CUSTOM SKILLS CAREER? DICE POOL

Survival (Cun)   
Vigilance (Will)  

12124

3 2 3222

Character Name: Paul Hendry

Species: Human

Career: Performer

Player: David

DICE & SYMBOLS

DICE TYPES

  Ability
  Difficulty
  Boost
  Setback
  Proficiency
  Challenge

DICE SYMBOLS

   Success
   Failure
  Advantage
   Threat
 Triumph
 Despair 

WEAPON SKILL DAMAGE CRIT RANGE SPECIAL

Cirrus  
Blast-R Pistol Ranged   7     

or  Short Spend   to also add 2 strain to target; this strain 
ignores soak protection

Cirrus  
Serration Blade Melee   6     

or  Engaged If you inflict a Critical Injury, add +20 to the roll

Fists Brawl   3      
or  Engaged Spend   to knock target prone
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TOTAL XP: 160 AVAILABLE XP: 0

NAME PAGE # ABILITY SUMMARY

Ready for Anything 28 Once per session as an out-of-turn incidental, you may move one Story Point from 
the Game Master’s pool to the players’ pool. 

Distraction! 78
You may make an Average ( ) Deception check; for each  the check generates, 
one adversary of your choice within short range suffers 2 strain; for each  you can 
make one suffer 4 strain instead. This strain ignores soak protection.   

Swift (Core Rulebook) 75 You aren't affected by difficult terrain.

TALENTS & SPECIAL ABILITIES

Paul Hendry is just one of thousands of aircab pilots in Hub City. This human has a 
secret passion, though, that gets him through the tedium of staying subsonic while 
avoiding the numerous sways stretching between spirescrapers, Skyborn wilders 
dogfighting through Big Merch, and tourists who think they can fly like a true hubborn. 
He's been part of recreation events for years now, and each one gets better and better. 
He's slowly mastering his role, and he just learned a seller in Quantum City has actual 
original notes and memory engrams from his favorite ancient battle. Something like this 
is sure to make his next performance one that will cement his part in history.

WEAPONS & ARMOR:

• Cirrus Blast-R Pistol
• Cirrus Serration Blade
• Snufflegator Hide Greatcoat

PERSONAL GEAR:

• Disguise Kit (adds  to Disguise checks)
• Utility Belt
• 1 Heal-X tab (heals 5 wounds)
• Æmbrew (heals 6 strain)

ÆMBITS: 420 ÆMBER:

FORM: Humanoid

PHYSIOLOGY: Organic

SIZE & SHAPE: Sorta Average Human

NOTABLE FEATURES: 

None really
DESIRE: EXPERTISE
There are so many who take part, but Paul strives to 
be a member who everyone respects and looks up to 
for each gathering.

FEAR: HUMILIATION
Paul always tries his best in the annual events, but 
is always worried of making a horrible error or 
revealing a gap in his knowledge. 

FLAW: COMPULSION
What was once a fun lark soon became something 
Paul can’t get out of his system. It’s almost ruined his 
job, but he can’t imagine stopping. 

STRENGTH: IDEALISTIC
Paul knows others might find his passion to be silly, 
but for him it has become his way of life. He’s not just 
recreating heroics, he’s living them.  
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